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1 Goals

This course will introduce into the field of High Performance Computing (HPC) in mathematical areas. The students will acquire specialties of recent and future hardware concepts as well as on supporting software standards. The course work will be organized such that all course topics will be implemented on the appropriate hardware ranging from a single CPU via multiple CPUs to clusters of CPUs and GPUs. The students will be able to adapt research specific code such that they can take advantage of available computer resources. The three main goals of the course consist of

I) Knowledge of the students on algorithms and data structures for HPC and active use of this knowledge,

II) The students get in touch with HPC related concepts and architectures, and the students are able to adopt new developments in this area,

III) Standard compiler and software support for parallel computer architectures is known and used by the students for solving mathematical problems by means of HPC hardware.

Clearly, goals II) and III) require the adjustment of the lecture material with the new developments in these areas.

Overall lecturing time: 60 units with 45 minutes

2 Prerequisites on the student side

1. Knowledge in numerical linear algebra
2. Programming skills in C and/or C++ and/or Java
3. English language skills.

3 Overview of the course modules

The course contains the topics Algorithms and Data Structures in relation with Computer Architectures and Tools in the HPC area and it is subdivided into three modules of 20 units each:

I) Algorithms and Data Structures
   Lecturer: Prof. Dr. DI Gundolf Haase\(^1\), University of Graz, Austria.

II) HPC related Concepts and Architecture
   Lecturer: Prof. Ph.D. Marjan Gusev\(^2\), University Sts Ciryl and Methodius, Skopje, Macedonia.

III) Compiler and Software support for parallel computer architectures
   Lecturer: Mag. Dr. Manfred Liebmann\(^3\), University of Graz, Austria.

\(^1\)http://www.uni-graz.at/~haasegu
\(^2\)http://twins.ii.edu.mk/marjan
\(^3\)http://math.uni-graz.at
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td><strong>Module I: Algorithms and Data Structures</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Introduce vector, list, stack, queue, tree wrt. parallelism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Complexity of algorithms wrt. data structure, e.g., accessing, sorting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hashing functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Realization in C/C++ (STL), C/Java.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Object oriented programming (C++, Java).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data structures and performance: complexity, memory hierarchies, and cache aware data structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Code examples on PCs taking into account cache, vector units of recent CPUs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td><strong>Module II: HPC related Concepts and Architectures</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The von-Neumann Computer concept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Flynn’s Taxiometry (SISD, SIMD, MISD, MIMD).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Topologies of computer/processor networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Concurrency and Correctness (data races, atomic operations, deadlock, live lock).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>shared memory; semaphores/mutex; distributed memory; hybrid environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Partitioning; Communications; Synchronization; Data Dependencies; Granularity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Limits and Cost of Parallel Programming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Speedup, weak speedup, efficiency; Amdahl’s law; Gustavson’s law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Review of recent Multi–core processors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td><strong>Module III: Compiler and Software support for parallel computer architectures</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Concurrent and distributed programming based on C/C++/Java.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Parallel processing based on Open source tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Parallel processing based on OpenMP for shared memory systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Parallel processing based on MPI for distributed memory systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Grid and Cloud computing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Recent parallel programming standards as OpenCL (CUDA).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 4 Educational goals of the modules

### 4.1 Module I)

The students are able to chose the appropriate data structures and algorithms for given problem descriptions with respect to complexity, memory requirements and hardware related issues. This module contains exercises to each item such that the students develop practical skill of the above topics in the chosen programming language. The ideas and concepts will be realized on a PC in C++ or JAVA using available container classes (STL) from these programming languages. Special emphasis will be given to performance of the structures on recent hardware.

### 4.2 Module II)

The contents of this block are presented partially by the students due to studying the given literature and web material, especially for the last three items in this module. Exercises to data partitioning and simple tasks as reduce operations and data exchange are presented to the students and have to be performed by the students on various logical computer topologies.

### 4.3 Module III)

This module contains introductory lectures but mainly guided and independent work of the students on the following parallel platforms. At least two of the following platforms should be experienced by each student during the course:
• Multiple core workstation with shared memory using OpenMP.
• Distributed memory computer using MPI (OpenMPI).
• Many–core parallelization with GPUs (and Intel’s Larrabee if already available) on basis of CUDA or OpenCL.

The students will be able to write their own mathematical code for the parallel platform chosen.

5 Literature

5.1 Module I)
Literature on memory hierarchies [8, §6] and cache [3, §5].

5.2 Module II)
A very good general book for this module is [9].
Literature on taxiometry and network topologies [5, §8], concurrency and correctness [6, §3.1].
Literature on distributed memory [5, §6] and recent multi–core processors provided by LLNL [7].

5.3 Module III)
A good book for basics concepts of this module is [9].
The shared memory programming interface is described in OpenMP [8] and the distributed memory interface MPI is available as book [10] and as web-reference in the OpenMPI [9] implementation.
As literature for many–core programming we use [7] and the homepages for CUDA [10] and OpenCL [11].

References

4 http://ww3.algorithmdesign.net/
5 http://cpp.datastructures.net/
6 http://ww0.java4.datastructures.net/
7 https://computing.llnl.gov/tutorials
8 http://openmp.org/wp/
9 http://www.open-mpi.org/
6 Grading

The Grading bases on the performance of the students with respect to the following items:

A) Smaller exercises for homework will be regularly given for a deeper understanding of the presented topics.

B) The students have to collect material on certain lecture related topics and they have to present the results of their online-searches.

C) The students have to finish one or two projects containing HPC related programming tasks in each module.

D) A final exam at the end of the course, which will be comprehensive.

The final grade is obtained from items A)–D) using the following weights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>homework</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>projects</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final exam</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Prerequisites to the place of lecture

1. Beamer and black/white board for lecturer.

2. One PC with LINUX (and Windows) and a stable, fast internet connection for each student during practical parts. Preferable, WLAN for the student laptops should be available in the lecture rooms as well as in the student’s dormitory.

3. Access to a local cluster of PCs or compute server.

4. Access to parallel computers and GPU-server in Graz has to be possible, i.e., internet connection for lecturers and students.
Working on data mining, data structures, and data manipulation. Data mining is a way to find out hidden information from databases, and data structure is a way of organizing data or storing data. Check Out: Data Science Certification. Additional Data Science Subjects. Before one plans on going ahead with Data Science as a career preference, knowing about the syllabus and subjects under the course is a pre-requisite. You may always place higher demands with the salary you draw once you are adept at the skill and gained sufficient experience. You shall be paid well for your demand because of the high and obligatory requirements for data scientists. Check Out: Top Universities for MS in Data Science and Analytics in the United States. FAQs. What is data science course? A PhD, also known as a Doctor of Philosophy degree, is a doctorate awarded by a university to the academic who has met all necessary qualifications and can now be considered a doctor in his or her academic field. A Physics PhD lets you develop a broad background in basic physics, and expand your research abilities in a more specialized area such as Particle Physics, Astrophysics, Applied Physics, Quantum Physics, Optics and many more. The goal is for the students to get comfortable in communicating across traditional boundaries, especially across the divide between experiment and quantitative theory to become, in effect, scientifically bi- or multilingual. To this end, the school offers an integrated interdisciplinary Ph.D. program that consists of three main components High Performance Computing. Georgia Institute of Technology via Udacity. Help. This course focuses on theoretical underpinnings. To give a practical feeling for how algorithms map to and behave on real systems, we will supplement algorithmic theory with hands-on exercises on modern HPC systems, such as Cilk Plus or OpenMP on shared memory nodes, CUDA for graphics co-processors (GPUs), and MPI and PGAS models for distributed memory systems. This course is a graduate-level introduction to scalable parallel algorithms. You will see these techniques applied to fundamental problems, like sorting, search on trees and graphs, and linear algebra, among others. Advances in high-performance computing (HPC) have resulted not only in improved performance but also in greater availability of such resources. The cost per GFLOPS dropped below $1000 for the first time in 2000, below $42 in 2009 [1], and below $2 in 2011 [2]. Ongoing development of cloud-based solutions is likely to further increase availability and affordability. Such resources are particularly needed in data analytics, where finding hidden structures and patterns in large, heterogenous datasets is typically computer-intensive. In this paper, we consider two fields of data analytics. High Performance Computing (HPC) allows scientists and engineers to solve complex science, engineering, and business problems using applications that require high bandwidth, enhanced networking, and very high compute capabilities. Professionals who have taken this area of specialization possess all the knowledge and skills required in companies/institutions with R&D centers who want to incorporate emerging technologies. This specialization fulfills the requirements for joining the PhD program on Computer Architecture and Technology. Documents Similar To Syllabus_Master in High Performance Computing - BARCELONATECH. Carousel Previous Carousel Next.